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Introduction

The United States Army withdrew Fort Irwin from multiple use in 1952.

Since that time it has been under the direct jurisdiction of the Secretary

of Defense. As a responsible agency, the Bureau of Land Management,

through its managers and resource staffs, has sought to assist the Army

in managing withdrawn National Resource Lands. To this end, I was

requested to examine significant areas to prevent damage prior to the

1978 Brave Shield XVII exercise* Unfortunately the time frame of two

days prior to construction was too restrictive. Some resources were

lost and others were irreparably damaged.

In preparation for the 1980 Gallant Eagle I was given ample notice and I

programmed three field days to examine and reexamine sensitive areas to

prevent inadverent damage to cultural resources. The BLM's wildlife

specialist from the Barstow Resource Area accompanied the team on the

first day as did the wildlife specialist representing California's

Division of Fish and Game.

We examined only the most apparent localities; however, I feel confident

that the most sensitive areas have been recommended to be placed off

limits to any activity. Certainly some sites that exist in the valley

bottoms will be moderately impacted by vehicular damage. These sites

are probably flake scatters and isolates as described by Quillen (1979)

in a nearly identical physiographic setting twenty miles to the west on

the Mojave B Range. Indeed these sites should be identified and protected;

however, they have been impacted for nearly 40 years by armored divisions

and a one time continuation of the same impact should not be detrimental

to the resources of Fort Irwin if the responsible persons adhere to the

specific recommended mitigation plans.



A debt of gratitude is owed to Charles Bull, Jay Hatley and David Hanna

of RECON for preparing site maps of SBCM 763.

General Environment

Fort Irwin, located approximately 30 miles north of 3arstow, is situated

within the northern edge of the Mojave Desert Geomorphic Province. The

area is dominated by broad alluvial basins. Numerous remnant peaks rise

above the alluvial fill of the valley and dry playas are found in nearly

every drainage system. Heavy faulting produces numerous springs including

year round water at Bitter Springs, Garlic Springs, Drinkwater Springs,

Cave Springs, Leach and Two Hole Springs. Elevation within the base

ranges from 1780 feet near Bitter Spring to 6154 feet in the Avawatz

Mountains

.

Among the major mountains of the base the Tiefort and Granite Mountains

are primarily extrusive granites and the Avawatz are composed of Precambrian

metamorphic rocks over 600 million years old (Dept. of Army 1979: 23).

The vegetative community is similar to that surrounding the base;

approximately 85 percent of it is Creosote Brush Scrub. The remaining

15 percent varies from the Joshua Tree Woodland and Shadscale Scrub

communities at higher elevations to the Alkali Sink Community in alkaline

flat areas.

CULTURE HISTORY

Introduction

The prehistory of southern Califomia ' has been generally developed from

twentieth century research which was focused on interesting areas of the

California Desert and coastal shell midden deposits. Little
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research has been published on the archaeology of the Fort Irwin area or

the northern Mojave Desert although in recent years, with the advent of

public sector archaeology, numerous surveys have been undertaken in the

general vicinity Overviews funded by the State Office of Historic

Preservation are underway in several Regional Offices throughout the

state; however, the clearinghouse located at the San Bernardino County

Jtoeum in San Bernardino has not yet been funded to undertake such a

project, therefore, the cultural history for this project will be a

synthesis of information gleaned from data prepared from the coastal and

nearby desert areas of California.

Prehistory

The prehistory of the southern California region has been generally

divided into four non-distinct and overlapping phases. These phases are

known by different names according to various researchers. The earliest

ohase is known as the Pre-Paleo- Indian, Malpais, Cobble-Core Tradition,

"or Early ffcman System. The next phase has been traditionally termed the

Paleo-lndian or Lake Mojave/San Dieguito phase in southern California.

This is followed by the Milling phase. Finally, the Shoshonean or Late

Prehistoric is known from most of the area.

ppp-phtEO INDIAN HORIZON

Proponents of the poorly documented Pre-Paleo- Indian phase, including

Stoon (1979), Carter (19S0, 19S2, 19S7, 1973), Minshall (1976), and

Davis (1978) , believe that the initial occupation of the New World

occurred as early as 180,000 years ago by people possessing a crude

stone tool technology not unlike that encountered by the Leakeys at

Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania, .Africa. Most dating of these "sites" occurs

as the result of geomorphic or geological temporal placement, which -

cannot be validated by traditional radiometric means. Dissenters

4



such as Duvall and Vernier (1979:462) conclude that "...man had no part

in the modification of the siliceaus materials. (They) also conclude

that the materials labeled as tools at the Calico site were form selected

and represent a biased sample of the naturally fractured siliceous rock

population of an alluvial fan at the base of the Calico Mountains."

Others would and have extended this belief to most claims of extreme

antiquity for humans in the New World. Crude tool manufacture is believed

to be the result of natural phenomena or simple due to quarrying activity

by accepted archaeological complexes.

Early assemblages have been referred to as Malpais (Rogers 1929a)
,
Pre-

Projectile Point and Manix Lake Industry (Simson 1858, 1960). Davis

(1978) has elaborated on these descriptions by constructing a chronology

of Pleistocene occupations about China Lake: Core Tool Tradition (45,000

to 25,000 B.P.), Late Wisconsin Culture I (25,000 to 20,000 B.P.), Late

Wisconsin Culture II (20,000 to 15,000 B.P.), and Proto-Clovis Culture

(15,000 to 13,000 B.P.).

Bada (1974) has used the amino acid racemitation technique to date human

existence in southern California to as early as 48,000 B. P. Other old

dates have been claimed by Berger (1975;17S-182) who obtained dates of

17,150+1470 years on skeletal material from the Laguna cranium, 23,600

B.P. for the Los Angeles Man cranium and 30,400+2,500 B.P. for dates on

bone from the Santa Rosa Island Dwarf Mammoth. Problems with Berger'

s

dates may involve contamination of the specimens because they have been

stored for a number of years and may have absorbed radiation since

nuclear testing began during World War II. Also, few of these specimens

have been found in situ or contain diagnostic artifact assemblages.



A comparison of amino L* dates and those obtained fro. radiocarbon has

been carried out on material collected at Rancho Park North ]* northern

San Diego County. Here Bada and Helfman provided dates on osteological

material which ranged from 9,700 to 49,000 years before the present.

The radiocarbon dates on other material from the same stratigraphic

level revealed dates which varied from 6,900±80 to 3280*80 B. P. (Kaldenberg

1976). Therefore, the question of the dating of the human intrusion

into southern California and the initial human colonisation remains

confused. However, it is certain that by 10,170 B.P. a complex dominated

by peoples with bifacially-flaked blades and a well developed subsistence

system had developed in the California Desert and parts of the American

West (Orr and Warren 1971)

.

PALEO INDIAN HORIZON

The next phase, the Paleo- Indian phase, is known throughout most of

southern California as .the San Dieguito or Lake Mojave Complex. Origi-

nally referring to a site on the San Dieguito River in coastal San Diego

County, the term has since been extended to include sites containing

non-milling components throughout most of the Great Basin and California.

This type of archaeological manifestation has even been reported from

Buena Vista Lake in southern Kern County (Frederickson and Grossman

1977)

.

During this period of time C10, 000-7500 B.P.) populations were adapted

to a sub-Pleistocene environment - wetter and cooler conditions than are

now present. Lake Mojave is an element of the Western Pluvial Lakes

Tradition (Bedwell 1969; Hester 1973), a pattern seen throughout the

Great Basin. The focus of occupation was around lake systems. Popula-

tions were characterized as small, mobile groups, subsisting primarily

through hunting and fowling. Leonard (1979) feels that plant resources

are of secondary importance as food since the mano/metate assemblage is

not of this time period.
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Typical artifacts include well-made leaf shaped blades, some of which

were possibly hafted using asphaltum as a mastic (Ezell 1977)
.

Others

include a well developed tool kit focusing on various styles of scrapers,

cresentics, scraper planes, pulpers, hammerstones ,
and discoidals.

Although Rogers indicated that the San Dieguito did not exploit shellfish

or other maritime resources, Kaldenberg (1976) reported that shellfish

were a staple dietary item by 8000 B.P. at Rancho Park North. On the

southern desert, San Dieguito sites encompass three phases which are

identified by the absence or presence of various types of large artifacts

or features, including the so called sleeping circles and rock alignments

often referred to as intaglios. Based upon coastal dates, the San

Dieguito phase lasted from approximately 9,200 to 6,900 B.P.

This assemblage, as defined at Lake Mojave approximately 40 miles east

of Fort Irwin, (Warren and Ranere 1968) includes three complexes: San

Dieguito, Haskomat and Fluted Points. The San Dieguito complex is a

southern California phenomenon, for the most part. The assemblage is

characterized by leaf- shaped points, Lake Mojave points, elongate knives,

crescents, and scrapers of several types; tool production is relatively

crude percussion flaking (Warren 1967). The Haskomat complex is similar

to San Dieguito with the exception of the presence of Haskett points.

The complex is more characteristic of the northern Great Basin. The

Fluted Point Tradition is represented by projectiles occurring as

isolated finds or in questionable association with other remains at Lake

Mojave (Leonard 1979.) The sites at Nelson Lake are representative of

this Pre-Projectile Point phase. While the artifact assemblage is

certainly representative of this phase, it includes elements of both
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Lake Mojave (finely percussion flaked blades) and San Dieguito (horse-

hoof and biscuit- shaped scrapers). Although generally the phase is

thought to exclude a defined milling component, some grinding equipment

centainly occurs at sites such as the Harris Site and Rancho Park North

in San Diego County.

MILLING HORIZON

The San Dieguito Complex evolved into or generated the next phase, the

Milling Horizon, by about 7000 B.P. This complex occurred throughout

California, including the well developed Sayles Complex -reported from

the Cajon Pass area (Kowta 1969). The Milling phase incoroorated

hunting equipment from the preceding nhase and added a developed mano

and metate technology. This indicates that seed processing was a major

economic component of this prehistoric phase. Pushplanes also dominated

some of the sites as well as other sharp- edged stone tools.

During this time period projectile points took on a variety of styles.

They were probably used to tip spear shafts or atlatl shafts. The Pinto

Tradition is widely known from the desert regions of California and the

Great Basin. The type site is located in east central Riverside County.

The Campbell Tradition is dominant along the middle coast of southern

California. A similar complex is known as La Jolla in San Diego County.

Sites with Pinto points are, known from much of the California Desert.

One of the major problems of Pinto site nomenclature is the lack of an

adequate definition for the Pinto Complex, and the variety of other than

side notched points attributed to this complex. In the past

8



several years Pinto- type sites have been reported by Bowles (1976) in

western Riverside County, Leonard (1978) in the San Bernardino Mountains,

Kaldenberg (1978a) at Fort Irwin, and Layton and Thomas (1979) in Humbolt

County, Nevada. An example of the reason for confusion in the Pinto

point typology is apparent in Rogers (1939:55) where a wide array of

basal, side-notched, and willow- leaf points are all illustrated and

called Pinto Projectile Points. Berg (1979) has presented a good summary

of the problem.

This period is poorly understood, owing to the lack of definition of the

diagnostic tool form - the Pinto Point series. Sites exhibiting these

points were first described by Elizabeth and William Campbell (1935) ; in

the same paper Aoisden (1935) dated this complex near the close of the

Pleistocene, based upon the association of these remains with an ancient

river course. Other authors (Harrington 1957; Wallace 1958, 1962) also

associated Pinto Points with extinct hydrologic resources , though the

intended interpretation is an association with post-Pleistocene cycles

of heavy rainfall about 5000 to 2000 B.P. (Leonard 1979).

As the period between 7000 and 4000 B.P. is recognized as a time of

generally dryer conditions than the present (Antevs 1948) , several

authors have suggested a cultural hiatus or period of scant human population

of lower desert elevations. Wallace (1962) indicates a hiatus between

7000 and 5000 B.P. ; Hall and Barker (1975) present a similar occurrence

between 8000 and 6000 B.P.



Warren and Crabtree (1980) feel that Pinto Culture represents populations

still heavily reliant upon hunting. Collection of plant foods, particularly

the collection and milling of seeds may begin towards the end of this

period.

These early Milling phase sites all seem to be concentrated around water

sources on the coast and in inland areas. Based upon site records it

seems as though these people had seasonal villages for the exploitation

of faunal and floral resources, and undoubtedly practiced a seasonal

round ranging from the coast into the inland mountains and the desert

areas. The Pinto style point found at Nelson Lake could indicate

occupation at this lacustrine environment during a wetter period., The

single milling tool which may be associated with the Lake Mojave or

Pinto component of the site is important since it indicates that one of

these two groups had shaped manos for the preparation of food. They had

passed the threshold of unmodified tool technology.

Leonard (1979) suggests that the following period be divided into the

Gypsum and Saratoga Spring periods from 4,000-1,500 B.P. This period is

perhaps co-temporal with the late Campbell, Pinto, La Jolla, and Amargosa

Traditions which consisted of small game hunters and generalized foragers

and gathers who may have been exploiting acorns by 2,000 B.C. through

the use of the mortar and pestle.

Diagnostic artifacts include Humboldt Concave, Elko Series, and Gypsum

Cave projectile points. Incised slate objects and pamted pebbles also

occurred during the end of this period. Decreases in projectile point

size, over time, suggest that the bow and arrow were present by 1,500

B.P.
1(J
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The introduction of the bow and arrow, projectile point styles, and the

presence of split twig figurines suggest influences from the Southwest.

These relationships are amplified during the following period which can

be called the Saratoga Springs Period (1500 to 1000 B.P.) based upon

Wallace's work at Death Valley.

This period is a continuation of the Gypsum Period. Patterns of land

use and subsistence patterns remain the same. New projectile point

styles are introduced - Rose Springs -Eastgate Series and Cottonwood

Triangulars are common arrow point forms. Of note, particularly in the

eastern Mojave, is the presence of material culture associated with the

mining and transport of turquoise. Rogers (1929b) describes the presence

of Basketmaker III and Pueblo pottery in association with turquoise

mining and the transportation of turquoise. Turquoise artifacts have

recently been recovered at Blackwater Well, west of Ft. Irwin (Kaldenberg:

1978c) and south of Ft. Irwin at Owl Canyon (Sutton: 1980). Rogers

(1929b) describes the presence of Basketmaker III and Pueblo pottery in

association with turquoise from Halloran Springs in rooms dating between

1500 and 1300 B.P. at Snaketown, in Arizona. Halloran Springs is approxi-

mately 80 miles east of Fort Irwin.

Most of the sites on Fort Irwin possibly fall into this Milling Horizon

Phase. These include Drinkwater Spring, Arrastre Spring, Devouge Springs,

No Name Playa and even Cave Spring.

SHOSHONEAN PHASE

The Shoshonean phase begins sometime after 1,000 A.D. ,
when peoples

moved from the Great Basin and portions of the Southwest towards the

coast, probably completing domination of the Hokan speakers by about

1500 A.D. Their artifacts consisted of small triangular projectile

points, indicating that they had the bow and arrow, various types of

11



pottery, and a diverse stone technology, which included both the raano/

metate and mortar/ pestle. This time period is marked by the local

production of pottery -Owens Valley Brown Wareand introduction of the

Desert Side-Notched arrow point. Cottonwood triangulars persist, be-

coming less frequent over time. Settled villages with seasonal resource

exploitation of coastal, inland, mountain, and desert areas was probably

the dominant subsistence system.

During this time period the dessication of Lake Cahuilla, in eastern

Riverside and central Imperial Counties occurred. This event had a

tremendous effect upon demographic patterns in southern California.

O'Connell et. al (1974) indicate that this dessication may have caused a

redistribution of peoples from Lake Cahuilla to the western interior

valleys which included the Perris Reservoir area. Same redistribution

of aboriginal territorial boundaries certainly occurred during this time

period, all possibly due to the Lake Cahuilla situation. Peoples adapted

to a lacustrine resource exploitation system had to exploit other resources

to fill the caloric void left by the lake's dessication. The possible

movement of these immigrants into western Riverside County has been

discussed by Wilke and Lawton (1975) , who state that Prehistoric Culture

is esentially identical to that described for ethnographic populations

of this region as described by Kroeber (1925)

.

HISTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE FORT IRWTN .AREA

Leonard capsuled the history of research in the general vicinity for a

WESTEC report. Some of Leonard's information is applicable for Ft.

Irwin. Very little research has been conducted within the boundaries of

Ft. Irwin. However, areas immediately adjacent exhibit unusual concentrations

of archaeological sites or sites that are infrequent in southern

12



California. These resources have attracted researchers, and are the

basis for interpreting the values of the area.

Malcolm Rogers probably passed through the study area in the late 1920'

s

during his field trip to San Bernardino County to review sites of

aboriginal turquoise mining (Rogers 1929b). Stuart Peck may have also

visited this region during the 1920' s. Peck was recording sites and

conducting test excavations in the Seep Springs, Black Canyon, and Opal

Mountian areas by the late 1930's (Peck 1939a, 1939b, and 1940). Gerald

Smith also visited the project vicinity prior to World War II; he recorded

a number of sites near springs and at dry lakes. Smith and Peck worked

independently of each other at first; each made collections from Seep

Springs and other sites. They later collaborated in reporting the

results of their visits to Seep Springs (Peck and Smith 1957)

.

Between 1947 and 1949 two graduate students from the University of

California at Berkeley (UCB) , Agnes Bierman and Albert Mohr, recorded

and excavated a number of rock shelters east of Fort Irwin. Their site

records refer to field notes, excavation notes, and collections; as the

collections are accessioned by Berkeley it may be assumed that these

unpublished data are housed at Berkeley. Bierman and Mohr also recorded

sites at Indian Springs, Black Canyon, Opal Mountain, and Superior

Valley during this period.

Peck continued his research in the Black Canyon area during the 1950'

s

(1953) . He and Dee Simpson participated in fieldwork and advised

volunteers from the .Archaeological Survey Association (ASA)
.

These

13



projects were sponsored by the Southwest Museum and the San Bernardino

County Museum. Over a period of five to six years , the ASA recorded

sites, and conducted surface collections and several site excavations

CMoore 1954; Curtis 1955; Pederson 1956). The majority of this work was

oriented towards recording and describing the rock art of Black Canyon

and Inscription Canyon.

During the late 1950 's Dee Simpson conducted fieldwork in the Coyote

Gulch (Murphy's Spring) region to the south of the study area. With the

assistance of the ASA she recorded a number of sites which displayed a

complex of chipped stone tools ; the description of this assemblage

contributed to the definition of the Manix Lake complex (Simpson 1958,

1961, 1964).

In 1969 Simpson directed the extensive surface collection of sites Goldstone

I and II on the NASA withdrawal. Untrained volunteers were instructed

to collect the tools and quantify flakes and debitage. Visits by Kaldenberg

to the site in 1976, 1977, 1978, and 1980 revealed piles of artifacts

segregated by material, complete with broken and whole tools. Perhaps

20,000 artifacts remain on the surface. The site has never been written

up or addressed professionally. The site records are controlled by Pat

Keeling of the Mojave River Valley Museum Association who intends to

someday write up the now 11 year old notes.

With the death of Stuart Peck in 1959 and the focus of Simpson's research

moving to the Calico region, little systematic research was conducted in

the vicinity during the early 1960's. Gerald Smith published a summary



of research along the Mojave River in 1963. This presentation of all

relevant data housed by the San Bernardino County Museum reproduced site

records and excavation reports. Included within this volume are records

by Smith and Peck for sites in the area and a reprint of the Seep

Springs excavation report by Peck and Smith.

Two long-term research projects in the northern Mojave began in the late

1960's. Emma Lou Davis began surveys of the China Lake region in 1969;

the majority of her fieldwork was concluded by 1974. Davis has also

prepared an overview of the Early Man problem in the California Desert

for the Bureau of Land Management (1980)

.

Wilson Turner and Frank Bock began recording rock art in the Black

Canyon region in the late 1960's. Turner has continued his interests in

this region to the present. During the last three years he has directed

extensive recording efforts in conjunction with Earthwatch. Turner's

work in the Black Canyon- Inscription Canyon area contributed greatly to

an overview of southern California rock art authored by Turner with

Gerald Smith (1975).

Gerald Smith, Robert Reynolds, and Arda Haenszel, all of the San Bernardino

County Museum, conducted occasional field trips to the Black Canyon and

Superior Valley area between 1969 and 1973. Linda Hidy of Pitzer College,

also conducted surveys in this area under the auspices of the San Bernardino

County Museum (Hidy 1971)

.

15



Bureau of Land Management (BLM) inventory efforts began in the late

1960's. BLM personnel recorded sites in the Black Canyon region in the

early 1970' s. A literature overview was conducted by the Archaeological

Research Unit in 1974 for the El Paso/Red Mountain Planning Units (Hall

and Barker 1975] ; BLM personnel conducted the field inventories for

these planning units concurrent with the literature review (Bureau of

Land Management 1975) . The following year the BLM conducted a field

inventory of the Spangler Hills and Searles Lake region (1976) . A

literature review (Stickel 1979) and field inventory (Coombs 1979) were

conducted for the Western Mojave Planning Unit in 1978. Several site

survey transects, associated with this inventory, were located in Superior

Valley. Literature reviews and field inventories by the BLM have

provided a summary of regional prehistory and research, as well as

baseline data for future predictions of site location and site sampling.

The Navy and Air Force have also sponsored fieldwork within and adjacent

to the study area. In 1975 the United States Naval Command, Naval

Weapons Center, China Lake, reviewed cultural resources in preparation

for the 3old Eagle Exercise (Smith 1975) . Numerous sites to the east of

Ft. Irwin were recorded. Smith also recorded some sites on Ft. Irwin,

including SBr 2356 which was identified as a Great Basin Archaic period

site (Smith 1975 : E-8). The Naval Weapons Center at China Lake recently

funded an inventory of the Mojave "B" Range (Carrico, Quillen, Breece

1979) . In 1978 George Air Force Base sponsored the review of literature

pertaining to the Superior Valley range (Leonard 1978)

.

Edward Geary, a graduate student at California State University, Fullerton,

has an Antiquities Act Permit to study and record archaeological sites

in the Avawatz Mountains. He is in his second year of the project and

has recorded dozens of important rock ring sites.

1 A
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Westec Services, Inc., has recently completed a 100% inventory of portions

of Superior Valley Range (Quillen: 1979) where site distribution was

similar to Ft. Irwin, sites being distributed unevenly, with major

clusters above the 3800 foot elevation and off the valley floors. Major

sites are concentrated around springs, playas, and major washes. Finally,

Ancient Enterprises has completed a 100% assessment of six square miles

in the Randsburg Wash Test Facility area for the Naval Weapons Center.

One site, a small lithic scatter, and ten "archaeological indicators"

were encountered (Whitley: 1980).

Current research in the immediate vicinity of the project is weighted

towards rock art studies. Wilson Turner (Rio Hondo College) continues

to describe petroglyphs to the southwest of Superior Valley. Franklin

Fenenga and Bob Brown (Long Beach State University) are currently studying

intaglios in the same reigon.

Snith and Little examined the base in 1964. The next recorded vis ition

was by Kaldenberg in 1978 for the U.S. Army (Kaldenberg: 1978a).

Now that the initial inventories for the Desert Plan have been completed,

the BLM has begun a long-term program of definition and protection of

sensitive archaeological resources . The Desert Planning Staff and

archaeologists with the BLM Riverside and Barstow offices will continue

to evaluate resources in the immediate vicinity of the study area.

Associated with cultural resource management inquiries are research

efforts such as the joint Bureau of Land Management -Society for California

Archaeology- San Bernardino County Museum research project at Blackwater

Well in 1978 (Kaldenberg 1978c). Long-term power projects such as the

Intermountain Power Project (IPP) , Allen-Warner Valley Project, Lucerne

Valley Project, and the Southern California Coal Project will continue

to provide data concerning the area.



HISTORY

Little has been written on the history of the portion of the Mojave

Desert now included in the Fort Irwin Military Reservation. Due to its

inhospitable environment and limited resources, the area has not been

extremely attractive to European settlement. Historical sources consulted

indicate that early Spanish and .American explorers entered the area

infrequently. Traders traveling from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to Los

Angeles in the 1830 's, and Mormon colonists traveling from Salt Lake

City, Utah, to San Bernardino, both using the Old Spanish Trail, may

have traveled through the eastern edge of what was later to become Fort

Irwin (Smith 1979: A- 13S).

In the 1860's mining and prospecting began in the Mojave Desert and by

the 1870 's prospectors were exploring the Fort Irwin area. Mining

remained small-scale, primarily individual miners working their own

claims. Although commercial mining never developed in the area, pros-

pecting and small-scale mining continued until the area became a military

base in 1940, an event that brought strong but unavailing protests from

the miners.

In the frst two decades of the twentieth century homestending was

attempted in the area, although not successfully. It appears that a

number of these people were lured in by dishonest land speculators who

settled the homesteaders on government land for sometimes sizeable fees

(Quillen 1979:12). Unfamiliar with the desert, they attempted to raise
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crops with which they were familiar, planting grain and fruit orchards.

The crops could not survive in the desert, of course, and the homesteaders

moved on after a few years. With the departure of the homesteaders,

cattle grazing, prospecting, and mining continued to be the only activities

in the area (Quillen 1979:13) until the land was taken over for military

use.

In 1940 the fort was opened as the Mojave Anti-aircraft Range. It was

later called Camp Irwin and then finally Fort Irwin (Keeling 1976)

.

Both General George S. Patton and General George S. Patton, Jr., served

at Ft. Irwin. Since 1971 the base has been partially deactiviated; the

California National Guard uses the facilities on weekends.

Physical remains of military exercises are found throughout the base.

These remains are primarily physical ground alterations such as tank

traps, tracked vehicle impressions, scattered military ration containers,

spent cartridges, and numerous stacked stone features which evidently

served' as mock or real gun emplacements or protective walls and observa-

tion positions. Numerous spent cartridges both 30.06 (M-l) and .223 (M-

16) are found throughout these areas indicating usage over a long period

of time.

The historic, pre-military period is well represented by mining remains

such as exist at Cave Spring and in the remmants left at traditional

watering spots such as Devouge and Drinkwater Springs.
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Although the archaeological sites have not been adequately assessed, the

historic resources are even less understood since there is no historic

overview of this region of the desert. A thorough historic study of

this region is necessary.

SURVEY AND INVESTIGATION PHASE I METHODS

Between Tuesday, January 8, 1980 and Thursday, January 10, 1980, a

purposive cultural resource evaluation was undertaken in the proposed

impact zone at Fort Irwin.

During January 8, 1980, a field team consisting of Jeffery Bingham

(California Office of Historic Preservation) , Robert Rothman (U.S.

Army) , Garland Gordon and Sally Dean (Interagency Archaeological Services

San Francisco) , a team of biologists , and Russell Kaldenberg , BLM

Archaeologist, were helicoptered to review sensitive portions of the

base. Ledges in the Tiefort Range were examined for evidence of rock

shelters and bird eyries. Two visually sensitive areas, one of which

appeared to contain rock shelters and the other an east trending granite

flow of smooth stone, were also inspected. Neither place showed any

indications of cultural features or sites. The rock shelters were

simply destorted topography with enlarged shadows. They were actually

only approximately two feet deep and perhaps three feet wide. The

granite flow was extremely smooth, approximately 200 feet wide and

perhaps 200 feet long. It was situated to overlook the Bitter Spring

Basin. No evidence of aboriginal use was found here which is surprising

since it was the only evidence of solid bedrock in the entire area.
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From that point the team flew to Bitter Spring, fluctuating between 40

and 8 feet above ground surface. Any rearrangement or modification of

the terrain is highly visible at this elevation. Air speed was approximately

20 knots per hour.

Bitter Spring, although outside the immediate area of impact, was visited

twice, once with and once without the IAS archaeologists. Approximately

45 minutes were expended at Bitter Spring examining the site and inspecting

tank tracks which went into the spring.

After leaving the spring, a stop was made at the northern end of Red

Pass Lake. This area is sheet wash. No artifacts were found.

From there the helicopter trip stopped at Devouge and Drinkwater Spring

where cultural resources were encountered and recorded by Kaldenberg and

Bingham. Approximately 20 person hours were expended at these two

sites.

Nelson Lake was then visited and walked on foot. The site was initially

noted by Kaldenberg. The site appeared to be in much the same shape as

it was in May 1978 following the Brave Shield XVII exercise.

From Nelson Lake the team flew to Cave Spring and examined the historic

ruins for approximately one hour. From that point they returned to Camp

headquarters

.
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On January 9, 1980, the* team left the Barstow-Dagget Airport and returned

to Fort Irwin. A problem obtaining fuel arose since a storm had caused

an electrical outage. Waiting nearly all morning for a solution to the

fuel problem, the team examined an area around the eastern shore and

lava flows around Bicycle Lake. Kaldenberg had previously examined the

area and found only historic military stone features. Gordon indicated

that he saw a "couple of flakes behind the airfield buldings but not

much else." No one else reported any additional artifacts.

After lunch the team again visited the Nelson Lake area, and surveyed at

purposive spacing from the Nelson Lake Airstrip to the lakeshore.

Kaldenberg placed orange flagging at the southern, eastern, and western

boundaries of the cultural resource site and again took a few notes on

the site. Mr. Gordon recovered and collected a single Pinto Point (the

point is with the Riverside District BLM and will be placed with the

collection for SBCM 765 at the termination of this project). At this

time the gravel bars within the -southern bed of the playa were examined.

Each of the gravel bars were walked by two persons and salient artifacts

were noted and photographed. The survey terminated when artifacts

stopped being found in the gravel bars.

The pilots flew the team to the western-most extremity of the lake where

the unshaped gravel bars were examined. Water was rushing into the lake

at this point, running from channels which originate in the southern

range at 4300 feet above mean sea level. No cultural materials were

identified. The team them returned to Dagget Field.
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On January 10 weather prohibited the helicopter from taking off. De-

ciding that a second visit to Devouge, Drinkwater, and Cave Springs were

needed, the loosely assembled team revisited all the sites and noted the

extent of the sites by the presence and absence of artifacts. No

thorough survey was conducted and no pencil mapping was done. Site

forms were filled out by Kaldenberg and trinomials have been obtained

from the San Bernardino County Museum.

Drinkwater and McLean Lakes and No Name Playa were not reexamined during

this visit due to limitations of time and due to adequate examination

and survey during the 1978 exercise.

PHASE II

In order to ensure that adequate recording of site SBCM 763 at Nelson

Lake occurred, a group of archaeologists gathered at Fort Irwin during

the morning of January 22, 1980. The crew consisted of the team leader

Russell L. Kaldenberg, Eric Ritter (SIM) , Francis Berg CBLM) , Richard

Brook CBLM) , Don Lipp (BLM) , Judyth Reed (BLM) , JoAnne Leonard (San

Bernardino County Museum) , Henry and Edith James (Mojave River Valley

Museum Association), Beth Pennell (Mojave River Valley Museum Associa-

tion) , and Charles S. Bull, M. Jay Hatley, and David Hanna all of RECON

in San Diego.

The tasks were divided into four operations:

A. Identification of exact dimension of the site and

mapping the site boundaries.



Photograph 1. Nelson Dry Lake filled with water on March 21, 1973.

Note gravel bars nn the southern shore of the lake. Site SBCM 763

is located in the southern half on the lake between the gravel bar and

the low profile dunes. Photo by Russell L. Kaldenberg
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B. Micromapping Feature I, an aboriginal hearth in the

deflated dunes near the lake shoreline.

C. Micromapping a fairly representative three by three

meter area of artifacts within the central deflated

dune system.

D. Micromapping the artifact distribution in a single gravel

bar selected at random within the playa.

During this phase the entire area of formed gravel bars, which are

lunate and ovate in shape, were again walked. During the directed

survey on January 9 more artifacts seemed present than on January 22.

This is probably due to the fact that on January 9 the gravel bars were

wet with rain, causing the artifacts to contrast with the volcanic

matrix of the gravel bars. While it took more attention to see the

artifacts they were none-the- less visible. As was the case on

January 9, artifacts became fewer the further west one walked.

In order to ascertain if the site had any subsurface depth, Ritter and

Kaldenberg dug a small hole in the lake bed that faced the side of a

tank- impacted dune. Clays were present from approximately one mil-

limeter below the surface until digging became too difficult at approxi-

mately 3 feet below ground surface.

All of the proposed work was completed on January 22, 1980. Kaldenberg,

Reed, H. James, and Mark Sutton (BLM, Barstow) drove to Cave Spring on
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January 23 and recorded very faded Basin and Range style rock art.

Denning Spring (BLM) and Arrastre Spring were also visited, surveyed,

photographed, and recorded.

PHASE III

On January 30 Kaldenberg examined and photographed the artifact collec-

tion from Nelson Lake, housed at San Bernardino County Museum and

collected by Dr. Gerald Smith between the late 1930 *s and 1964.

RESULTS

As was the case during the 1978 survey (Kaldenberg 1978a) ,
cultural

remains were found in the most obvious locations, that is, at playa and

spring loci. The most obvious and most sensitive sites are located at

Bitter Spring, Drinkwater Spring, Nelson Lake, McLean Lake, Cave Spring,

and ArTastre Spring. Less significant yet important vestiges are located

at Drinkwater Lake, and No Name Playa. No sites are located at Red Pass

Lake nor were any found at Bicycle Lake. Denning Spring, just outside

of Fort Irwin, in the northern Avawatz Mountains presents a striking

contrast in sites between Fort Irwin and the BLM lands. On casual

observation it seems that sites are better protected from vehicular

traffic, with the exception of tracked vehicles in heavy maneuver and

staging areas, on the base than off the base. In toto ,
sites have been

heavily impacted in heavy use areas on the fort; however, in areas which

have only seen moderate use they are still in pristine condition.

Garlic Spring bears witness to project recklessness while Drinkwater and

Arrastre Springs are remarkably well preserved.
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1. NELSON DRY LAKE

Nelson Lake, also known as Lizard Lake, is a playa -which is hydrologi-

cally and topographically contained by mountains (the Granites to the

north and an unnamed group to the south) and west trending alluvium

deposits on the east and west. This playa is a totally closed system

which has no groundwater outlets. Major water into the playa eminates

from the west and enters the basin as a series of channels at the western

end of the lake. The alluvium is scattered with volcanic rocks originating

in the unnamed range which separates Goldstone from Fort Irwin. Poorly

formed, amorphously shaped gravel bars collect here as the result of

intermittent turbulent water from occasional rainfall.

Four archaeological site locations were examined at this site in 1978,

three of which had been previously reported to the San Bernardino County

Museum in 1964. Additional information, though, has been supplied as

the result of this investigation.

All of the sites are aboriginal, two are camp sites, one is undoubtedly

a village site, and the other is a lithic knapping locus.

The south end of the playa contains a series of ovate and lunate (cre-

scent) shaped gravel bars consisting of volcanic material and fine

grained basalts and chalcedonies and agates which were obviously trans-

ported to the gravel bars as raw materials to be reduced in the process

of stone tool making. The gravel bars vary from ten meters in length

and four meters in width to over twenty meters long and eight meters in

width. They are parallel to the southern shore which in its northern
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half consists of stabilized- low-lying dunes which rise to an elevation

of approximately five feet above the playa.

These dunes contain site SBCM 763 which is classified as a village site

(Kaldenberg 1978a) due to its artifact complexity. This site was partially

collected by Dr. Gerald Smith in the late 1930 ' s and reported by Simpson

and DeMays in 1964. The original site record indicates only that "scrapers,

points, etc.," were found at the site, which is scattered between deflated

hollows at the edge of the lake, among the dunes. The information is

far from complete and is somewhat misleading since points can also imply

arrow points and none were reported or noted on the site record.

During an examination of collections housed at the San Bernardino County

Museum, numerous broken blades (primarily fashioned from locally available

basalt) , were examined and photographed. Several of the artifacts are

not labeled; however, two quartzitic hammerstones , four core fragments,

one chalcedony sidescraper, and two basalt blades were identified as

originating at SBCM 763.

The other artifacts were identified as having their origins at SBCM 762,

located at the extreme western end of the playa, and at SBCM 764 which

is located on the northern side of the playa. Artifacts labeled as SBCM

762 and SBCM 764 include approximately 56 broken blades (primarily

fashioned from aphanitic basalt) and jasper scrapers. Numerous flakes

and pieces of debitage (estimated at 75 in toto ) of jasper, chalcedony,

agate, chert, and aphanitic basalt are also located in the collection.
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Some of the most obvious tools at Site SBCM 763 were collected by troops

during the 1978 Brave Shield XVII Operation; however, most of the artifacts

have not been collected. Blades and complete tools are becoming rare.

During the survey in 1980 one humpbacked scraper, one ovate biface, one

horsehoof (biscuit scraper) and one convergent sidescraper were collected.

Also a single true blade of chalcedony and a bladlette scraper were

collected and photographed.

The site consists of two separate loci which can be divided into a dunes

and a gravel bar component. The gravel bars are separated from the dune

locus by approximately 100 meters. The gravel bars appear to have been

used as workshop and perhaps tool refinement areas. Several completed

scrapers were located in the gravel bars as were numerous broken b ifaces.

The lunate gravel bars seem to contain more artifacts than the smaller

ovate bars. The amorphously-shaped bars at the western end of the site

contain few if any artifacts.

While the gravel bars are a distinct entity from the dunes component,

scattered artifacts occur between the dunes and the gravel bars as the

result of dune deflation and sheet wash occurring during periods of

heavy rainfall. A great portion of the scattered artifacts in this

peripheral area are small flakes , broken artifacts and debitage , all of

which could be water transported. Some thermally fractured rock appears

as small clusters or isolated occurrences. It is probable that none of

the artifacts in the 100 meter wide area have any in situ integrity.
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The prevailing winds originate in the northwest and are pushing the

dunes southeast. While initial impressions of SBCM 763 by Kaldenberg

(1978a) indicated that some midden was possible I now believe that the

site is only surface in nature. The thin layer of sand covers a matrix

of endurated clays. This conclusion is reached due to the two small

excavations dug by Ritter and Kaldenberg and by prodding an awl into the

hearth area. Instead of hitting a loose sandy area only a hard clay was

reached in all instances, indicating that the thin sand layer and artifacts

simply rested upon a hardened clay dune system.

During the day of January 22 the RECON crew mapped and pin-pointed the

location of SBCM 763. It is situated in Township 16 North, Range 2

East, in the SEh of Section 32 and the southern half of Section 33 of

the San Bernardino Meridian. The elevation of the site ranges from

approximately 3040 feet above mean sea level to 3045 feet above mean sea

level. The site measures 1000 meters in an east-west direction and

averages 200 meters north- south. The site boundaries were discerned as

follows

:

1. The northern boundary coincided with the termination of the gravel

bars; at that point the site became true playa.

2. The southern, western, and eastern boundaries were more

difficult to discern; however, the site terminated when no artifact

was encountered for at least 50 meters in any direction (see

Figure 2)

.
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Photograph 2. Overflight of gravel bars at site SBCM 763 on January 9, 1980,

Photograph by Russell Kaldenberg
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Photograph 3. Close up of crew mapping ovate gravel bar at SBCM 763.

Depicted are J. Leonard, R. Brook, F. Berg, B. Pinnell, E. Ritter, D. Lipp,

Photograph by R. Kaldenberg 1/22/80
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Between SBCM 763 and the site at Nelson Lake Airstrip is a series of

flaking stations and isolated artifacts. The bulk of this material was

destroyed during the construction of the airstrip in March 1978 (Kaldenberg

1978a) . Material of a very scattered nature does exist in this area.

Much of it has been displaced by sheetwash. It probably was float

material which was collected for workshop use.

The artifact types and styles at the site fall into three temporal

categories

:

1. Lake Mojave/San Dieguito style material represented by numerous

bifaced blades, ovate bifaces, horsehoof and biscuit scrapers,

choppers, convergent and sidescrapers and sidestruck flakes. Most

of the blades are broken by hinge fracture indicating that

lithic refinement was conducted here. The very few cores and

numerous pieces of tiny debitage seem to indicate that only secondary

stone refinement was carried out here.

2. The Silver Lake style material consists of stemed blades more

finely made and somewhat smaller than the Lake Mojave/San

Dieguito material.

3. A single Pinto-style point was found here by Mr. Gordon. This was

made from jasper obtainable locally.

It is worthwhile to note that no late points and no pottery indicating

late use of this site were located by Smith, Simpson, or Kaldenberg

C1978a, 1980) . A solitary unifacial mano was found in the hearth
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Photograph 4. Aboriginal hearth identified as hearth 1 or Unit 1. at

site SBCM 763. Photo by J. Reed.

Photograph S. Andesite unifacial mano found in situ at Unit 1, SBCM 763.

Photo by J. Reed.
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(Feature #1) . This find implies that grinding or milling occurred at

the site. No metates or metate fragments were located at the site nor

were any found in the Museum collection.

RESULTS OF MICRCMAPPING

Three units at SBCM 763 were micramapped.

Unit 1 (Hearth 1) was an aboriginal fire hearth containing approximately

170 thermally fractured stones and a single mano. A single chalcedony

flake was also found within the feature. The hearth was situated on the

stablizied dunes - shoreline interface. Its highest point is near the

southeast corner where the feature rises to 2 cm. above the terrain.

It appears to be a surface feature only as no ash was noted. Subsurface

prodding with a small pick indicated that the feature was underlain by

solid clay and probably does not contain any organic debris. Pollen

would be the exception.

Unit 2 was a 3 X 3 meter unit selected at random in the center of the

dunes. Contained within this unit were 56 lithic artifacts including:

45 basalt flakes, 5 jasper flakes, 4 chalcedony flakes, one basalt knife

fragment and one chalcedony sidescraper. The distribution of the

artifacts was very uniform. No patterns could be discerned by the

mapping (See Figure 5)

.

•

This unit also appeared to have no subsurface component. None of the

artifacts were collected.
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NELSON LASS MICSO-MAP NO. 1 (SBCM 763)
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Unit 3 was an ovate gravel bar located in the lake bed area. Ten

artifacts including 2 basalt bifaces , one basalt knife (blade) , one

jasper core, one jasper ovate scraper, two chalcedony flakes, one basalt

macroflake, one chalcedony scraper, and one jasper flake were found in

the gravel bar (See Figure 6) . This unit is exemplary of the other

gravel bars within the site complex. None of the artifacts were collected.

HISTORIC COMPONENT AT SBCM 763

The only historic component of SBCM 763 is debris left as the result of

military exercise. An inventory prepared by Mr. E. Henry James and Lt.

Thomas Todd indicate that the following items are located within the

South Nelson Lake site:

1. Six 40MM aerial fired grenades

2. Twelve 105MM target practice round H.E.A.T.

3. Forty 90MM practice rounds

4. Two single flares

5. Two 175MM practice rounds

6. Three mortar shell practice smoke 4.2 inch

7. Twenty-two aerial practice bombs (2 types)

8. Two hundred seventy- five 30.06 military cartridges

9. One hundred .308 military cartridges

10. Fifty 20MM military cartridges

11. Four M-l rifle clips.

12. Four spent smoke grenades

Added to this list are also approximately 30 C-ration tins scattered

throughout the site.
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It should be noted that some of the above listed ammunition is live and

extremely volitile. The 40 MM gTenades have a "killing range" of 25

meters in all directions.

SBCM-762 is situated on the north side of Nelson Lake, in the Wk of

Section 33, R. 2 E. , T. 16 N. The site was described in 1964 as being:

a large area between the north side of the lake and a rocky

ridge (with) dominant living areas on ridges above the

streamlets that drain into the dry lake.

The recorder, Mr. Jack Little, further states that the artifact component

consisted of "biface foliates ,
points , scrapers ,

gravers , drills ,
blades

,

a milling slab, cores, and workshop materials, all made of jasper,

chalcedony, moss agate, obsidian, chert, rhyolite, and basaltic materials".

Little indicated that the basaltic materials were dominant.

Upon surface inspection on March 21, 1978, it was found that the site

contains lithic evidence of tool manufacture and core reduction, with

artifacts primarily manufactured from a black aphanitic basalt which has

its quarry source near the Goldstone Tracking Station guardgate. Other

materials included chalcedonies, jaspers, and quartz. A few pieces of

obsidian debitage were found scattered throughout the higher site elevations.

While the nearest reported obsidian source is near Little Lake, a more proximal

source has been reported near Pilot Knob on the Mojave B Weapons Range

by Mr. Frank Curtis, a cowboy who lives at Blackwater Well.

The site ranges in elevation from approximately 3060 to 3080 feet above

mean sea level. The fine-grained basalt is found throughout the site

but dominates the area closest to the lake shoreline. Chalcedonies are



more prevelant at higher elevations. The obsidian is found in both

places

.

Two aboriginal sleeping circles (rock foundations) were found within the-

higher elevations. One measured 2.5 meters N-S and 3 meters E-W. The

other measured 2 meters N-S and 2 meters E-W. Both features were

surrounded by lithic material, most of which was aphanitic, black

basalt, although several large flakes manufactured from red jasper were

found near the first rock circle. There is no question as to their

aboriginal manufacture. They definitely are not recent, and cannot be

attributed to military manufacture.

Evidence of military activities are also apparent within a portion of

the site area. These include munitions debri, ruts created by armored

vehicles, flare fragments, "C" ration food containers, expended bullet

cartridges, and miscellaneous smaller associated refuse.

The site area is approximately 200 yards N-S and one- fourth mile east-

west. The exact perimeters of the site are difficult to discern because

casual scatterings of flakes occur throughout the entire north side of

the lake. For the purpose of this report, I am considering site density

as being greater than one flake per 25 square meters. If one considers

the purist approach, in which a site does not stop until the last flake

is bounded, then the site is at least one-half mile in an east-west

direction.

Site SBCM 764 is situated on the west and southwest side of Nelson Lake.

This site was reported in 1964 by Jack Little. It was described as a

quarry site located on two ridges with a saddle. The area was determined



Photograph 6. Cleared rock ring at SBCM 762 on the north side of Nelson

Dry Lake. Photo by R. Kaldenberg 3/20/78.

^

Photograph 7. Rock alignments on the eastern shore of McLean Dry Lake.

View is looking north. Note moisture level at right margin of photograph

Photo by R. Kaldenberg 3/20/78.
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as being 500 feet (E-W) by 150 feet (N-S) . The site, however, also

contains numerous flakes , both of basalt and chalcedonies . Scatters of

material encompass an area reaching to the south shore of the lake,

approximately 1000 feet in a north-south direction, and probably 100

yards east and west. Remnants of several stone foundation sleeping

circles occur at the eastern prominance of the ridge (3080 feet above

mean sea level) . These features have been greatly impacted by armored

tank tracks , leaving them only partially discernable. Modern munitions

including 20 caliber hand grenades are found within the site area. It

appears that the site was probably a temporary camp site associated with

SBCM 763 and SBCM 762. The lithic material is comparable, consisting

primarily of black, aphanitic basalts and chalcedonies and jaspers.

Thermally- fractured rock, indicative of hearths, is also scattered

throughout the ridge. Closer to the lakeshore, the site material is

primarily chalcedonies and jaspers; little basalt is found in proximity

to the shore. It is difficult to assess how much of the area has not

been impacted. Much of the material seems to be in situ even though the

structural features have been significantly disturbed.

Site Kaldenberg 1 was a lithic knapping area approximately 36 feet

north-south and 60 feet east-west. Black aphanitic basalt flakes were

evenly distributed thoughout a mature desert pavement. Approximately 75

primary and secondary flakes were concentrated within this creosote

park- like vegetative community. The basalt is not native to this

location. Chalcedony and jasper occur as float materials thoughout the

drainages which flow into Nelson Lake emanating from the southern mountain

ranges

.
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The knapping site, when encountered was is in pristine condition and was

undoubtedly associated with the village and campsites which surround

Nelson Lake. The site location was approximately at contour 3080, in

the Wh of Section 3, Range 2 East, Township 15 North. It was approximately

in the center of the proposed eastern landing ramp associated with the

Nelson Lake landing strip.

The past tense must be used in describing this site since it was bulldozed

away on March 21, 1978, for the creation of an airstrip after it had

been flagged and identified for protection and mitigation purposes.

HYDROLOGICAL COMMENTS

Water, a result of the heavy rainfall of February and March 1978, had

filled the Nelson Lake basin to an area of nearly one square mile (See

photograph number 1). Many water- adapted birds, including the Pacific

Gull were utilizing the lake environment during the 2-day 1978 visit,

possibly feeding upon brine shrimp, although no shrimp were observed.

The water., while containing silt, is potable. If water filled the lake

more often during the recent past it is entirely possible that Nelson

Lake was the site of semi-permanent, winter- spring villages. During the

early Holocene and throughout the 8000-4000 B.P. time period it is a

certainty that the lake contained a much more constant stand of water,

thus being an inducement to stable hunter- gatherer populations.

Data compiled by hydrologist Duane Winters on Nelson Lake indicate the

following:
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TABLE I

Precipitation Data

Station

1. Palmdale, Elev. 2596

2. Mojave, Elev. 2735

3. Edwards AFB

4. Randsburg, Elev. 3570

5. Trona, Elev. 1695

6. Barstow, Elev. 2162

7. Dagget FAA Field, Elev. 1915

Ave. Annual Precip,

8.,87"

5..00"

4,,10"

4.,97"

3..24"

4,.24"

3..60"

TABLE II

Surface Water Data

Station Discharge Area Elev
Avg. Annual
Discharge

1. Big Rock Cr.

near Valyenno
22.9 mi2 4,050' 11,160 ac. ft.

2. Little Rock Cr.

near Little Rock
49.0 mi2 3,290' 11,520 ac. ft.

3. Oak Car.

near Mojave
15.8 mi

2
4,100' 464 ac. ft.

4. Koehn Lake Basin 33.5 mi 2,700' 152 ac. ft.

5. Nelson Lake 25 mi2 3050' -4800' 1,000 ac. ft
at headwaters
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A. EccentTic chalcedony scraDer from SBCM 763, South Nelson
Dry Lake. (Kaldenberg 3/21/78)

B. Ovate basalt biface from SBCM 763, South Nelson Drv Lake.

(Kaldenberg 3/21/78).

! 1

Figure 7. Typical paleo-Indian artifacts from SBCM- 763. (Scale in inches.)



The calculated size of Nelson Lake is 440 acres. All data on

annual precipitation, runoff, and evaporation were obtained

from stations in the general area. While no specific data is

available, 100 inches per year is a reasonable estimate for

evaporation and this is consistent with published maps of

isolines of annual evaporative demand.

Using the above data, about 3,600 acre feet of water could be predicted

to evaporate from the 440 acre lakebed per year. Based upon rainfall

and runoff of nearby stations, annual runoff to the lakebed is probably

less than 1,000 acre feet per year. Therefore, a three or four fold

increase in average annual precipitation would probably be required to

maintain a significant amount of water in the lake. The 15 to 20 inch

per annum of rainfall could be significantly reduced by changes in

drainage patterns at the lake over several millenia and by a decrease in

annual mean temperature which would reduce the evaporative rate at

Nelson Lake. Seeps or waterholes within or adjacent to the lake bed may

have existed at times even though the lake bed itself was dry.

During a time period of 8000-4000 B.P. it then seems entirely reasonable

that the lake could maintain enough foodstuffs to support wet season

populations intermittently for a number of centuries.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears as though the site complex at Nelson Lake, and in particular

site SBCM 763, represents a Lake Mojave/Silver Lake/Pinto complex.

Habitation was concentrated on the shoreline and within k mile of the

playa. No recent cultural material was found, indicating that the site

area has been abandoned for several thousand years.
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It is probable that this location was much wetter and was perhaps a

fairly stable seasonal lake during the middle Holocene. Cultural deposits

such as those which exist at SBCM 763 take a gTeat amount of time to

accumulate, perhaps several hundred years. Based upon estimates from

micromapped Unit #2 it appears as though at least 20,000 artifacts are

present at 763. SBCM 764 appears to be a temporary campsite and a

village location as described in the site report.

One obsidian blade found in the collection labelled SBCM 762, from the

west end of the lake, indicates that some commerce occurred between the

occupants of Nelson Lake and the obsidian bearing areas north in the

Owens Valley area.

The occupation of Lake Mojave sites such as the Nelson Lake site, appears

to be a part of a wide ranging pattern centered around lake systems,

Bedwell (1969) and Hester (1973) characterize the population as being

small, mobile groups subsisting through hunting and fowling. Plant

resources were undoubtedly gathered. As Warren and Ranere (1968) defined

the Lake Mojave Complex it would include the San Dieguito, Haskomat, and

fluted point tradition. At Nelson Lake, the assembly is characterized

by leaf- shaped points, elongated knives, and well made scrapers. No

Haskett points or fluted points were found. Dating is tentative; however,

Ore and Warren (1971) report a date of 11,070 B.P. from Lake Mojave.

The Pinto period extends from about 7,000 to 4,000 B.P. and is typically

characterized by the heavy Pinto style side knotched point. The single

Pinto style part found here indicates some occupation between about

7,000 and 4,000 B.P. , a time of rapid desertification according to

Antevs (1948) . Milling technology probably advanced during this time

period and is seen by the single unifacial mano at SBCM 763.



Raw materials were obtained as float and came from the Goldstone I and

Goldstone II sites situated approximately 10 miles south of Nelson Lake.

Here, near a Lake Mojave site, jaspers, basalts, and various chalcedonies

were obtained for use in the general area. Until Ft. Irwin was established

in 1940, this was also a popular area for the collection of minerals by

rockhounds

.

In sum, the site SBCM 763 should be protected. It is certainly eligible

under 36 CFR 60 for inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places

.

2. Drinkwater Spring (SBr-4131)

Drinkwater Spring is located in Township 16 North, Range 4 East, North

half and South half of Section 18 and 19 of the Tiefort Mountain 15

minute quadrangle. The site is situated at approximately 4000 feet

above mean sea level.

It is a dug out spring which was piped to a trough for watering livestock.

Presently water exists at a depth of approximately four feet below the

surface. Mr. E. Henry James indicates that he visited the site in 1931

and it was abandoned at that time. However, local Mojave Desert residents

in that year had heard that a large cattle cooperative from Los Angeles

was about to activate numerous springs in the area to begin a large

cattle operation. Drinkwater was one of the considered springs. The

operation never was started so none of the springs in the area were

ever reactivated.

Sometime between September 1, 1917 and March 1, 1913 Drinkwater Spring

was visited by David M. Thompson during his visits to California Desert

watering places (Thompson 1921) . He writes the following about Drinkwater

Spring

:
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Drinkwater Spring - In the west-central part of T. 16 N.

,

R. 14 E., San Bernardino meridian. Reached by a branch

from the road from Silver Lake to Leach Spring. (See pp. 173,

175 and PI. XI.) This road leads to a cabin near which is a

well. Drinkwater Spring is reported to be about 300 yards

east or southeast of the cabin, from which it is reached by

foot trails. A branch road to the south, before the cabin

is reached, leads to the spring. The water has been piped to

a corral near by (1921:254).

In his 1929 report Thompson further described Drinkwater Spring as

:

On the north slope of the Granite Mountains near the

southeast corner of Leach Basin. It is reached by a

good road which branches southwestward from the Leach

Valley-Silver Lake road a few hundred yards west of

Avawatz Dry Lake. The distance to the spring by

this road is about 3 miles. A poorly defined road

also leads to the spring from the main road several

miles west of the dry lake. The road from Avawatz

Dry Lake leads to a cabin in a slight small embayment

in the mountains. About 250 feet east of the cabin

is a well dug in granite about 8 feet deep. The water

was 3 feet deep when visited. This well was mistaken for

the spring, which is said to be several hundred feet

farther southeast, on the southeast side of the granite

ridge. A trail running eastward along the foot of the ridge

probably leads to the spring. Although a sample was not

taken the water in the well is apparently of good quality

(1929:198).



During my examination of the site on January 8 and 9, 1980, I located a

cabin approximately 100 yards from the spring. This seems to be too

close to the spring to be the one reported by Thompson; however, it may

be that his information is erroneous since a great deal of historic

debris resulting from Anglo habitation was found in a refuse pile near

the abandoned cabin.

The historic resources at the site include an abandoned cabin or outbuilding

in a deplapidated state. An interesting feature of this building is

that one side and possibly two sides were constructed from wooden toilet

seats from what must have been the world's largest outhouse. Abandoned

debris included rusted hogwire, tin cans (none of which appear to be

center soldered) , and vehicle parts , including body parts from an old

Ford automobile. Broken glass also dominates the dump area. A few

pieces of blue glass were present.

A concrete water trough is located approximately 100 feet north of the

spring head. This concrete structure is partially disassembled.

The prehistoric component is much more impressive than the historic

aspect of the site. Artifacts occur in various densities in an area

which measures approximately 100 meters north-south and 300 meters east-

west. The highest degree of complexity of artifacts is clustered at

various knapping locales situated on knolls overlooking the spring site.

At the spring is a charcoal grey midden approximately 20 meters wide and

40 meters long (from surface indications) . At various exposed areas the

midden appears to be 1 foot or greater in depth. Thick riparian vegetation

covers the midden in some places.
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Artifacts located at the spring site include flakes, debitage (small

flakes), 3 basin-shaped metates, thermally- fractured rock, two concave-

based projectile points and a straight projectile point base, one broken

mano, one single- side sidescraper, several core fragments, and two

chopper fragments. Several bits of burned animal bone were also noted as

were tiny flecks of charcoal from the midden area. A historic mining

cairn exists at the spring site. In the stack of rocks used to make the

claim marker was a broken metate.

Above the spring in granitic rock was found a single bedrock metate

measuring 40 centimeters by 38 centimeters. Several small jasper and

chalcedony flakes were found around the metate. On the same hill we

located small pockets of flaking debris and an occasional completed

artifact.

West of the spring, on a knoll and on a gently sloping area are located

at least eight loci of knapping and scattered tools and flakes. Most of

the material used was jaspers and chalcedony. Some quartizite and aphanitic

basalt was also found. The nearest source of the siliceous and basaltic

materials is near Goldstone I and II approximately 12 miles to the south.

Vegetation in the site area is a dispersed creosote bush-scrub community

with ground coverage of 5-15% except at the water source. Here the

vegetation cover exceeds 50%.

Conclusion

This site appears to have been occupied between 4000-1000 B.P. No early

and no late materials were located here. It appears as though the site

could have been a village site due to the complexity of material. The

deposit of midden is extremely important since midden rarely occurs
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at sites in the California Desert. Dark midden is known from Blackwater

Well, (Kaldenberg 1978c), to the west and a light midden appears to be

present at Bitter Springs to the south-east. No other known midden site

is located at Ft. Irwin; however, Leach and Two Hole Springs cannot be

visited at this time due to live ordnance fire in the area.

The historic activity predates 1931 and may date to the 1390' s or at

least very early 1900's. According to both Mr. James and Ms. Pinnell no

one is left in the Barstow area who would know about the early historic

period on Ft. Irwin.

3. Devouge Spring (4S3r 4152; SBCM 5832)

This site is situated in Township 16 North, Range 4 East, Southeast

quarter of the Northeast quarter of Section 17, of the Tiefort Mountain

15 minute quadrangle at approximately 5700 feet above mean sea level. It

is located approximately 2 miles east of Drinkwater Spring. The site is

noticeable from a great distance because of a 5000 gallon water tank

which is still standing. "Devoge Well" is painted on the tank. The

site is situated in a gently sloping alluvial area on the northern side

of the Granite Mountains. Naturally occurring cherts and chalcedonies

are found in the area, although very poor in quality. The spring appears

to be a hand-dug well into a natural seep. It appears similar to both

Blackwater Well and Drinkwater Spring. A pipe once carried water from

the spring to the water tank. It is presently in a dilapidated condition.

Thompson's 1921 and 1929 report fail to mention this spring. Apparently

California Department of Fish and Game provides some mainteance of the

water supply. The present water level is eight feet below ground surface.
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No artifacts were found near the spring. The closest material located

was a single white chalcedony sidescraper which was found about 50 feet

north of the water tank.

Numerous flakes, a single bifacially flaked blade, and one metate were

found in an area approximately 200 meters by 150 meters east and south

of the spring. A total of approximately 100 flakes, implying light

artifact density, was found in the area. Ground visibility was very

good since the indigeneous vegetation had been burned. The limiting

factor was that the artifacts appeared to be the same color as the

ground making them dificult to see.

Conclusions

This site appears to have been used for a short time as a campsite. No

complex tool kit, as was evidenced at Drinkwater Spring, was found here.

It is difficult to assign an age to the site since only one leafshaped

blade was found. Absence of pottery and late points could only indicate

that none were left behind by the occupants. Nothing is known about

Devouge Spring from the historic standpoint. It is not mentioned in

Thompson (1921 and 1929), and Mr. James does not remember visiting the

site during his 1931 visit to spring sites in the Northern Mojave Desert.

4. Cave Spring (4SBr 2363)

This old townsite is located in Avawatz Pass, Township 17 North, Range 5

East in the Southeast quarter of Southwest quarter of Northeast quarter

of Section 27 of the Avawatz Pass 15 minute topographic quadrangle. It

is in extremely good condition with standing walls and several dug-out

rooms in the canyon walls , some of which contain cupboards and evidence

of 20th century Anglo occupation. Cave Spring itself is located in a



Photographs 3 and 9. Aboriginal rock art at Cave ^Spring Rock art is

pecked into andesitic outgrop on the north side or the canyon.

Photographs by J. Reed 1/23/80.
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tunnel. Its water level is approximately even with the ground. Thompson

reported that:

"Cave Springs in short tunnels on right (sic. south) side of canyon.

Water is good." (1921:197).

Thompson's 1929 report further indicated:

Cave Springs are near the center of T. 17 N. , R. 5 E.

(unsurveyed) , on the road from Barstow to South Death Valley.

They are about 65 miles northeast of Barstow by the road by

way of Paradise Springs and Garlic Springs, and 9 miles almost

due south of Saratoga Springs (11% miles by road) . The springs

are on the east side of the wash 2 miles north of the point

where the road crosses the divide of the Avawatz Mountains.

They consist of two caves or short tunnels about 40 feet apart,

dug about 10 feet into the low wall of the canyon. Apparently

there is seldom, if ever, any overflow from the springs.

The water is clear and cool. As shown by analysis 3, the water

is only moderately mineralized. Although the water would be

rated as only fair for domestic use as compared to waters

in many other parts of the Mohave Desert region it is of

better quality than samples collected by the writer from

other watering places in the Lower Amargosa Basin.

A number of mesquite growing in the wash near the spring

indicate that water is probably near the surface in the

vicinity of the springs. A huge block of quartzite crops



out on the west side of the wash, and probably a rock barrier

lies near the surface in the wash, behind which some water

is impounded. [1929:589).

In 1931 James indicated that one family still lived at Cave Spring.

They ran a small gasoline station which was located on the north side of

the canyon. The foundation has been subsequently washed away. James

indicated that locals , thought the inhabitant of the house to be somewhat

eccentric. They, therefore, had very little to do with them. Mr. James

recounts a story that the people poached Bighorn Sheep in the Avawatz

Mountains. When he asked them about a fresh bighorn head near the

station the resident claimed that there are -lots of bighorn in the area

and they die all the time. We just collect the heads."

Caruthers (1951: 134) reported that during the 1930s "those who traveled

the Death Valley road by the way of Yermo and Cave Spring will remember

that every five miles tacked to stake or bush were signs that reads

"Water and Oil". Caruthers recounts that the resident of Cave' Spring at

that tijne was Adrian Egbert and his cousin Mrs. Ira Sweatman.

A tin can dump at Cave Spring indicates only a few center soldered cans.

Most are side crimped. A few pieces of blue glass are found scattered

throughout the dump. Most of the historic debris is household related

including a portion of a gas stove.

No prehistoric materials were found here other than the Basin and Range

style curvilinear petroglyphs which faintly appear on the north wall of

the canyon. Historic graffiti also appear on the canyon wall, some as

old as 1889. The aboriginal petroglyphs are in poor condition, and some

appear to have been removed. Most are circles and lines; one snake form
was seen.
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CONCLUSION

The historic aspect of Cave Springs is extremely significant. The

building walls and tunnels are important manifestations of the early

historic mining period in the California Desert. The prehistoric

components, except for the poorly preserved petroglyphs, have been

destroyed, perhaps by 19th or 20th century mining activity and probably

by individuals collecting artifacts.

5. Arrastre Spring (4SBr-5827) (SBCM 5827)

This site is situated approximately three miles southeast of Cave

Springs in the Avawatz Mountains. The site is located in Township 17

North, Range 5 East, in the south-east quarter of the south-west quarter

of (projected) Section 14 of the Avawatz Pass 15 minute quadrangle.

It is in a remarkable stage of preservation.

The site is centered around a flowing spring. Water is piped to an

animal watering trough. The spring is covered by huge mesquite trees.

Joshua Tree and large Yucca brevifolia are located near the spring. Two

tunnels are excavated into the side of a mountain. One served as living

quarters. A bedsprings and bedframe, wooden cupboards, and wire door

still exist in this tunnel. The other leads to the mine.

The arrastre is no longer present; however, its central axle and pieces

of faced stone are present. Some historic debris, including tin cans

and bottles, are located approximately 20 feet west of the arrastre.
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PhotoqraphlO. Devouae Spring on the north side of the Granite Mountains.

Site area is situated to the east Deft) of the tank. Photo by R. Kaldenberg

1/8/80.

^^fSSs^Sz^Zzr.

Photoaraph 11 Historic shack and possibly corral at Drinkwater Soring.

Archaeological site surrounds the historic site area. Photo by R.. Kaldenberg

1/8/80.
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All the material appears to be less than 50 years of age and may be more

recent than that. Thompson did not record Arrastre Springs as being

present in 1921 or 1929. It, therefore, either was not a significant

water source or was far enough off the main road to merit no comment.

On a saddle directly west of the spring can be found prehistoric resources

.

An aboriginal trail leads from the spring over a saddle to the west,

then disappears into the next westerly wash. The trail is well used,

approximately 2 feet wide, and is imbedded in well formed desert pavement.

In the saddle is a stone circle with 11 stones forming its walls. In

two instances the stones are stacked two high. The central area is

approximately 2 meters in diameter. Four artifacts were found adjacent

to the circle. These include one basalt chopper, one andesite denticulated

scraper, one jasper sidescraper, and a large chalcedony flake. A pecked

and slightly used unshaped slab metate was stacked on the stone rock

ring. The trail bypassed the circle by approximately 10 feet.

A few chacedony flakes (approximately 6) were found along the trail

until it disappeared into the next wash, a distance of 75 meters from

the saddle.

CONCLUSIONS

»

The historic site appears to be a 20th century mining operation, perhaps

being operated in the late 1930s or even as a bootleg mining operation
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Photograph 12. View looking towards Drinkwatar Spring. Historic site is in
far left of photograph. Photo by R. Kaldenberg 1/9/80.

Photograph 15 . Historic tin can and bottle dump at Cave Spring. Photo by
R. Kaldenberg 1/9/80.
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into World War II. It is well hidden from view and no visitors could be

expected. The road giving access is rough and non-existent in some

places. The prehistoric site is absolutely pristine. It is possible

that the site could be 4,000 - 5,000 years old; however, no diagnostic

artifacts exist to assign the site to any period of time. The artifacts

are lightly patinated. With yucca, Joshua trees and mesquite nearby,

the heavy duty stone tools could easily be utilized for fiber processing.

The metate may have been used in mesquite or Joshua pod preparation.

6. Red Pass Lake .

The north end of this area was visited on January 8, 1980, for approximately

20 minutes. It had been previously visited in 1978 by Kaldenberg (1978a)

and Alsoszatai-Petheo (1978) . Much of the area has been destroyed as

the result of military tracked vehicle operations.

Red Pass Lake encompasses major portions of Sections 28, 29, 32, and 33

of Township 13 North, Range 6 East, of the Red Pass Lake, USGS Quadrangle.

A landing strip, on the northern side of the lake was already nearly

fully constructed by the time of the 1978 inspection. Site SBCM 464 was

reported by Campbell and McClure as being "flakes and chips" at the 1850

foot elevation, on the northwest side of the lake.

The area where the site was reported (the southwest and southeast)

quarters of Section 29 was walked by the field crew. The two proposed

helicopter pads and the earthen quarry were also exaimined. Since the

quarry was nearly completed, the major thrust of concentration concerned



the helicopter landing pads (landing ramps) at each end of the proposed

one mile long runway. A military field camp was located in an area on

the western central portion of the lake, but it was not examined due to

the presence of a small mobile community with camp equipment and heavy

equipment already in place.

Water covered the lake in 1978 to the 1850 foot shoreline. The water

was probably only two to three feet deep throughout most of its area;

however, pockets of water appeared to be much greater in depth in the

central portion of the lake. The water had a reddish, clay color,

probably reflective of its native clay base. Due to the high decible

noise level created by heavy equipment, no wildlife was noted to be

using the water resources of Red Pass Lake.

No artifacts were found at Red Pass Lake other than several which appear

to have been crushed by the weight of tracked vehicles (Kaldenberg

:

1978a) . Site SBCM 646 could not be relocated. Several possible explanations

are likely. These include: 1. the site may have been only a small

cluster of surface artifacts , some of which may have been collected by

Campbell and McClure; 2. the site may have been mismapped by the original

recorders; or 3. recent military activity, including the construction of

landing strips,* quarry sites, and long bulldozed trenches in the site

vicinity, may have impacted the recorded site. The latter explanation

seems most likely when one considers the highly significant physical

impact which generally occurs during the preparation for tactical

maneuvers such as Brave Shield XVII.
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Photograph 14. Historic military rock alignment near Bitter Spring.

Photo from approximately 15 feet elevation in a helicopter. Photo

by R. Kaldenberg 1/8/80.

Photograph IS. Bitter Spring from the east. Photo by R. Kaldenberg 1/8/80
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Photograph 16. Headwaters of Bitter Spring. Photo by R. Kaldenberg 1/8/80.
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7. No Name Plava. (SBCM 5569)

This small playa is located in Sections 51 and 52, Township 16 North,

Range 5 East, of the Red Pass Lake USGS Quadrangle. The playa is

situated in the north central portion of the two sections, and is fed by

three small drainages leading to it from diverse directions. A recorded

site has been designated as SBr-112 (SBCM-5569) and was originally

reported in May 1946. At that time, A. Mohr recorded the site as a

"small surface site on a playa marked by large quantities of flakes, a

point fragment, and one metate on its (the playa' s) western end."

Upon examination by myself and others, it was found that flakes, cores,

blade fragments, debitage, and scrapers are scattered throughout the

northern end of the small playa. Two choppers were also noted. A

cluster of approximately 12 Tizon Brown Ware or Piute Brown Ware ceramic

sherds were located in the central portion of the northern side of the

playa. The area of artifactual distribution is approximately one- fourth

mile east-west and approximately 100 feet north- south, primarily being

concentrated within the gravelly beach area of the shoreline. A few

flakes and thermally- fractured rocks are located within the south central

shoreline area.

South of the playa, in Section 22, a cluster of flakes was found adjacent

to a tracked vehicle rut. The flakes numbered approximately 100 and

ranged from debitage to primary flakes. No cores or core fragments were

noted.
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Materials within the site included chalcedonies and black basalts. A

few jasper flakes were also noted. One unifacial mano, manufactured

from a rhyolite cobble, was found near a very deep, abandoned water

well, near the eastern perimeter of the playa. No water was in the

playa during the time of the survey. This area was not revisited in

1980 since it is outside the impact area.

8. SBCM-5568 (Anderson Cemetery Area) .

This site was reported as a campsite in a rock shelter by Mohr in 1946.

No exact location is given in the site record, only that it was reported

in Section 9, Township 16 North, Range 5 East, of the Red Pass Lake,

USGS Quadrangle.

During the visit of March 21, 1978, the site could not be located.

Evidence of recent military activity was noted as a result of the

presence of expended shell casing, ammunition clips, "C" ration containers,

and recent rock cairns. One milling slick was found in the south central

portion of Section 9, near the section boundary with Section 17.

It was in this area that at least one tank trap, a devise approximately

16 feet wide, 6-10 feet deep, and as long as is necessary, was constructed

for the Brave Shield XVII operation. Evidence of this tank trap was *

obvious during the 1980 survey. The slick could not be relocated.

Possibly it was removed either during the construction of the tank trap

or during its removal.
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9. Garlic Spring

Site SBCM 1129 was reported by Clifford Walker in 1969 as containing

black- on-white pottery fragments and a broken point. The site was

visited on March 21, 1978, and was found to have been nearly obliterated

as a result of bulldozing operations. The only feature still intact is

the spring, which is channelized into a small pond which is surrounded

by cottonwood and mesquite trees. The destruction of this site is a

significant loss to the prehistory of the area and to our Native American

heritage. The presence of black-on-white pottery is indicative of trade

contact with the southwest and would have assisted in assessing the

extent and significance of that contact in the Fort Irwin area. None of

this is now possible.

This site was not revisited in 1980; however, further information was

gathered during June 1978. A National Guardsman who had a hobbyist

interest in archaeology indicated that he had been instructed to flatten

the area in 1976 as a bulldozer exercise. "The dark soil was ordered to

be removed and piled up, then the next fellow was ordered to smooth the

soil out, etc."

If this information is correct, it is the California National Guard and

not the U.S. Army which has been responsible for some of the most

blatantly destructive acts to cultural resources on Fort Irwin.

•

10. McLean Lake (SBCM 858, A, B, C)

Sites SBCM 858 A, B, and C were reported by Smith in 1965 as containing

"a metate from the southeast of the lake about one- fourth mile (from the

lake) (and) chippings from (the) gravel bars on (the lake's) east edge."
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It should be noted that the gravel bars which appear at McLean Lake are

not as distinct as they are at Nelson Lake. They are, rather, a uniform

scatter of volcanic rock which were carved by turbulent runoff.

Although the site components are minimal (perhaps 100 flakes and cores

were found in the recent investigation) , site 838C contains a series of

highly interesting rock alignments at the water's eastern edge. The

lake appears to contain between two and five feet of water in the

center, and from a few inches to one foot at the edge. The rock alignments

range from being in very clayey mud to being completely submerged under

the existing shoreline. While they were viewed from a distance of 20 to

100 feet, it is not possible to fully assess their significance. They

do, though, appear to be aboriginal and not of recent construction. The

alignments vary in shape and size, ranging from V to U and semicircular,

to nearly fully circled forms varying in size from 25 feet to a diameter

of approximately 2 meters.

No recent Anglo debris was noted near the alignments and a few chalcedony

flakes were noted along the shoreline. It is postulated that some of

these alignments may bear resemblance to the fish traps associated with

ancient Lake Cahuilla in southeastern California as reported by Wilke

(1975) .

After two years of postulating about this phenomena and discussions with

Chris Drover concerning his work at Cronese Lake and Wilke at Lake

Cahuilla, as well as discussions with Gerrit Fenenga concerning lacustrine

adaptions, I am convinced that the rock alignments are not fish traps. However,



they may have been alignments placed to pond water which would allow the

collection of brine or fairy shrijnp closer to the shore. Even if only

an increase of a few brine shrimp where possible, the increased availability

of waterfowl closer to the shore and more readily accessible to the

hunter presents an hypothesis worthy of investigation. The testability

of this hypothesis becomes somewhat restrictive because so little is

known concerning the behavior and distribution of these creatures and to

date, I have found no known published source on the exploitation of

fairy shrimps.

In 1978 I observed and photographed the behavior of fairy shrimp at Deep

Tank in the Rodman Mountains. The invertebrates clustered at the

interface of the water and the tank's edge and quickly dispersed upon

notice of movement. A basket or a net would have certainly enabled the

capture of some of the shrimp for food.

Some recent military remains, notably portions of an aluminum drone,

shell casings and spent round from tank artillery were found along the

entire shoreline and on the gravelly beaches. As Nelson and Red Pass

Lakes in 1978 contained large volumes of water, so did McLean Lake,

indicating that aboriginal populations could exploit the lacustrine-

induced resources of the desert in wet years.

The cultural resources are primarily concentrated in the west half of

Section 10, Township 10 North, Range 2 East, of the Goldstone Lake

Quadrangle. Surface scatters are found into Section 9, but only in a
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few pockets. Nowhere is the concentration greater than one artifact per

10 square meters and generally one artifact per 1000 square meters. A

few cores were located near the southwestern extent of the lake, but

they were isolated and not in clusters of artifacts.

The vegetation near McLean Lake is primarily creosote and atriplex ;

other saline adapted plants are found near the 3120 foot elevation. The

water was not tested for potability. No waterfowl were noted.

11. Bitter Spring

While outside of the area of maneuvers, Bitter Spring is a significant

site of National Register merit. Here, at a permanent spring locale, is

evidence of long term intermittent and perhaps permanent occupation (See

Figure 8)

.

The site vicinity may be approximately one square mile in area; the most

noticeable asset is its tremendous surface scatter (approximately 50,000

square meters) and its depth of midden which, based upon wash profiles

could extend to one meter.

Since Kavanaugh (1978) has discussed the merits of the site, redundancy

is unnecessary; however, it should be noted that Thompson (1921) recorded

the following information:

Bitter Spring is in the north-central part of T. 13 N. , R. 5 E.

,

near the head of a long wash that drains southeastward to West

Cronise Dry Lake. The drainage in the western part of West Cronise

Valley goes northeastward around the west side of a lava butte in

T. 13 N. , R. 5 E. At the north end of this butte it is joined by

drainage from Tiefort Mountain. At this locality there is a clay
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flat in which the flood waters are now partly ponded. From the

clay flat the wash swings to the southeast and passes between the

lava butte and a low hill on the east that perhaps formerly formed

a complete barrier to the drainage and made a true playa of the

clay flat. Where the wash passes between the hills there is much

arrow weed, some salt grass, and one or two mesquite trees. At the

time of the writer's visit, in February 1918, there were several

small seepages in the wash, which are said to dry up in the summer.

Bitter Spring is situated about 100 yards southeast of the uppermost

growth of water- indicating plants. The water comes from a pipe

that leads from a shallow hole dug in the hillside east of the wash

to a watering trough. When seen by the writer the flow was only

about' 2 gallons a minute. It is said that although the seepages in

the wash dry up in summer the flow from the spring continues about

the same.

Analysis 3 (p. 545) shows that this water is of poor quality. The

high sulphate content gives it the bitter taste from which its name

is derived. Nevertheless, it can be used in an emergency.

Bitter Spring was for many years a well-known desert watering

place, but in recent years it has been less used. It was a regular

camping place on the old Salt Lake wagon road, and before that

probably on the old Spanish trail to New Mexico. It seems certain

that Bitter Spring was the Agua de Tomaso mentioned by Fremont and

other early explorers. On several maps this spring has been shown

in the central or eastern part of T. 14 N. , R. 7 E. , but no one

could be found who knew of any spring in that locality. The latitude

and longitude determinations made by Fremont at Agua de Tomaso put
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it about 2 miles south of the location of Bitter Spring- -that is,

much nearer to Bitter Spring than to any location in T. 14 N. , R. 7

E. Other information in Fremont's journal tends to corroborate the

belief that Agua de Tomaso is none other than Bitter Spring, and

that the former spring should be eliminated from maps. (1921 : 546-547)

During my numerous visits between 1976 and the present, Bitter Spring

always had enough water flow to maintain it as a source of dependable

water. The flavor of the water is somewhat soda- like, although potable.

Several photographs of the spring, taken in 1980, appear in this volume

as photographs 14, 15, and 16.

PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

At No Name Playa, within site SBCM 3369, several fragments of fossilized

bone and what appeared to be fossilized dentition was found in a white

soil matrix.

Fossilized twigs capped with calichified crusts were also found throughout

the northern and western portions of the playa. This fossil find has

the potential of being extremely important since it is found in the

context of an archaeological site, much like the material at China Lake

to the northwest of the study area. Although paleontological material

is excluded from protection under PL 96-95, they are protected when

found' in an archaeological context as is the case at this site.

IMPACTS

Previous impacts to cultural resources on Fort Irwin have ranged from

virtually none to major during its forty years of operation. The bull-

dozing away of the midden at Garlic Spring is one example of uncontrolled
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construction activity as is the example of the construction of the

Nelson Lake airfield after site Kaldenberg I had been identified and

flagged. SBCM 763 has also been impacted by military activities. The

1978 Brave Shield operation which placed nearly 2,000 persons within

easy hiking distance from the South Nelson Lake site caused irreparable

damage to the site's integrity. Although only selective artifacts

(points and blades) were probably collected, still that information is

now lost. The sites at Red Pass Lake are gone as are the surface

materials at Cave Spring. Drinkwater Spring, Bitter Spring, and Arrastre

Spring are still very high in integrity. In order to prevent any

additional impacts to Fort Irwin's valuable cultural heritage, a plan of

avoidance should be strictly enforced.

MITIGATION RECOlMBffiATIONS

1. All cultural resources should be posted off-limits to military

personnel. Distinctive signs should be placed every 100 yards

surrounding each site. The following areas should be signed and

placed off- limits.

a. Nelson Dry Lake- -the entire lake.

b. McLean Lake- -the entire east half of the lake.

c. Drinkwater Spring

d. Devouge Spring
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e. No Name Playa

£. Drinkwater Lake

g. Bitter Spring

2. A sign or barricade blocking access from Anderson Cemetery to Cave

Spring through Avawatz Pass should be erected. This would also

protect Arrastre and Denning Springs from the curious.

3. The author of this report should be requested to visit the Nelson

Lake area during the exercise to ensure that the sites are being

avoided.

4. Within 30 days of the event, this report author in company of the

SHPO or alone should be requested to visit Nelson Lake, Drinkwater

Spring, and Bitter Spring to ensure that compliance has occurred.

A report should be prepared and distributed as a result of that

visit.

5. As soon as possible, following Gallant Eagle, an inventory program

should commence at Fort Irwin to insure proper compliance with

36 CFR 800, Executive Order 11593, U.S. Army Regulations C2 AR 200-

1, Chapter 8, and other various heritage protection acts. Mitiga-

tion measures should be recommended which will alleviate any future

impacts to cultural resources.
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6. Nominate the entire iV-son Lake to the National Regis. _jt of Historic

Places

.

7. Nominate Drinkwater Spring to the National Register of Historic

Places.

Crew and Field Time ,

Russell L. Kaldenberg, BLM, Riverside District, 5 days

Jeffrey Bingham, California Office of State Historic Preservation, 1 day

Garland Gordon, Chief, Interagency Archaeological Services, 2 days

Salley Dean, Interagency Archaeological Services, 2 days

Judyth Reed, BLM Indio Resource Area, 2 days

Mark Sutton, BLM Barstow Resource Area, 1 day

Eric Ritter, Desert Plan Staff, BLM, Riverside, 1 day

Frances Berg, Desert Plan Staff, BLM, Riverside, 1 day

Don Lipp, Desert Plan Staff, BLM, Riverside, 1 day

Richard Brook, Desert Plan Staff, BLM, Riverside, 1 day

Charles S. Bull, RECQN,* 1 day

M. Jay Hatley, RECON, 1 day

David Hanna, RECON, 1 day

Joanne Leonard, San Bernardino County Museum, 1 day

E. Henry James, Mojave River Valley Museum Assn., 2 days

Edith James, Mojave River Valley Museum Assn., 1 day

Beth Pennell, Mojave River Valley Museum Assn., 1 day

* Regional Environmental Consultants, San Diego, California.
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Photograph 17. Artifacts from SBCM 763. BLM Riverside District Office.
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Photograph 13. Various artifacts from Nelson Lake. San Bernardino

County Museum Collection.
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Photographs 19 and 20 . Miscellaneous artifacts from Nelson Lake.

San Bernardino County Museum Collection.
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Photographs 21 and 22. Various artifacts from Nelson Lake. San Bernardino
County Museum collection.
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Photographs 23 and 24. Artifacts from Nelson Lake. Collections housed

at the San Bernardino County Museum.
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Photographs 25 and 24. Artifacts from Nelson Lake. Collections housed
at the San Bernardino County Museum.
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3L24 QuLI70ENIA DESEI- PROJECT

A SHTftSOLQGZCAL SITE SURVEY RECORD

[3] Sita # g-Rr SS28 C^J Other § SBCM 4128

[10] Siza Name Dennina SDrina Site A

[11] Cadastral location: Twxi 17N _ Rng _5E_

[12] Quadrangle Avawat* Pass

[14] CT.i Grid loc. Zone Hcrtsinc

San Bernardino[1] Couxr.

[2] District Ri verside
[3] Planning Gait
[4] Sairaie Unit
[5]

[5]
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B/W and slides
1 /23/80

[7] Recorder Russell Kaldenfeerg

NE3 _of_NW^___ of Sec 8 (proj ected)

[13] Elevation 1907

Easring
[15] Reference Points: On the southeast side of Denning spring, on a desert pavement

covered ridge overlooking two major washes. One can see into Death Valley from this
position. ~~~~"
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[24] General Sine Description: Eleven rock rings or sleeping circles and two
trails occur in thisN/W trending ridge. The desert pavement is poorly devc'
The rock rings measure approximately two meters in diameter. Some of the
as double rock rings. They are stacked only one thick.
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[29j uescrue: Artifacts are almost typical San Dieguito/Lake Mojave ovate and
shaped bi faces with a great amount of pati nation. Artifacts also include a
triangular point, two metate fragments, several dozen flakes, one typical
Mo.jave/San Dieguito sides crappp. four chalcedony rnro«c Mn^t matariaJ LS
andesite, and jasper,
felsite.

Some granodiorite. One ovate biface appears to be green
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[32] Cescrihe The spring is approximately 100 feet west of the site.

Vegetation is heavy at the spring but sparse on the ridge. Primary

veaetation is creosote.
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r 3si describe The site is situated on desert pavement which is moderately
developed. Little soil exist on the ridge, thereTore. there is little

vegetation. Two trials, each approximately 50 centimeters in width

intersect on the ridge then dissappear into washes.
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r 33] Describe This site is approximately 300 yards from Denning Spring.

Creosote is sparse on the ridgetop but is more densly concentrated the

closer one gets to the spring. Water is located approximately 6 feet

below around surface.

nai -esc-ije The ridgetop has been altered by wind coming from the west.

[ ]

"the dSert pavement is moderately developed small pebbles to fist-

sized boulders.

ir
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f43] Remarks The ridge slopes gently to the east where it meets with the wa.

1

which bisects Denning Spring sites A and B ^ef"I^^rfSce
site may be intaalios scraped and imbedded into the P^eme^ su™??
howlver not enough information was collected to make this determination.

The future meanders around all rocks and seems to meander around faint

sleeping circles. An aerial photograph would help out here.



Denning Spring Archaeological site location (Sites A and 3).
Avawatz Pass LT.S.G.S. topographic Map.
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[33] Describe The. site is situated around the playa. The playa is small ard

encompasses approximately 10 acres. It possibly fills to a maximun deptl"

of 6 inches during heavy rainfall. No vegetation is found on the playa

Creasote surrounds the site.
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[33] Describe The playa trends north-south. No major water source fills it.

It all must originate with precipitation. Basaltic gravel forms the shorje : line

It occurs as wash from the nearby ridge. The playa is tan to alkaline

clay.
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[43] Remarks This site needs further study. The site is in pristine conditi

and should be investigated before it is impacted. The basalt flakes and

possibly come from the Goldstone sites SBR 2348 and SBR 2349 which are

approximately 6 miles south of the playa.
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ascnazoLOGicaL site survey hecqrd

] Sita »<^^ [91 Other # SBOl^SZT.

0] Sits Name Arrastre Spring

San Bernarcino[I] Cour.

[2] Dis-ric- Ri verside

[3] Planning 'Jnic

[4] Samola Unit ______
[5] °ho-ccs B/W and Snaes

[6] Dau2 1/22/80

[7] Recorder Russe]J_ Kalderjberg

1] Cadastral location: Twn 17N

2] Quadrangle Avawats 3__

4] DTM Grid Loc. Zone

Rnc 5E _SBi___of__SW__

[13] Elevation

of Sec 14- projected.

Ncr-ohing Easting

- ?oinos: Approximately 1. 5 miles southeast of Ca^|S£rins1na_|ash
° ]
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ife water
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;
ncan dump,

An abo. trail runs from the spring across a saddle into the next wash. A

rock ring with single wall double stacked in two places-

[22] sescr-oe: Rock stacked in a circle in a saddle above ^spring N^umerou:;

flakes located.along trail . NcutabItage.Pecked »lg
5TS2t_?^P^1-i«t.lyr^^ , dt,

Numerous tlakes along trail approximately 75 meters long anu
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[331 Deserve Veaetation is riparian at the spring. Very large mesquite

trees, Joshua trees, large yucca- and large creosotes responding to water.

Sprina has been developed for wildlife. Site is posted by the base.
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[2 3] Descri.be Historic site is located in an arroyo. Shafts enter the mount n'n

from the west. The spring emi nates from the mountain. The arras tre was

located here. The rock ring and trails are located in the saddle in an

adjacent ridae. A trail runs down the rjdog jn&fl qnnthP*' .aa-Sii
T^ a r^ c ring is
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[8] Sits # SBr 4151 [9] Other # SBCM 5851

[10] Site Name Drinkwater Spring
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[24] General Site Description: A charcoal gray, midden area is associated with

' the sprina. The site is most heavilv concentrated around the spring and on
Knolls overlooking the spring. Historic debris are scattered througnout

the central area of the site.
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[29] Describe: 3 orojectile points one with a straight and two with concave base:

3 metates, numerous scrapers and choppers. Many flakes, debitage, and core

fraaments. Numerous bone fragments associated with the midden. Predominant

materials ranges from jasper, chalcedony, and chert to fine grained basalts

and aranodiorite
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[33] Describe The. site is situated around the playa. The playa is small ard

encompasses approximately 10 acres. It possibly fills to a naximun depth

of inches during heavy rainfall . No vegetation is found on the playa

Creasote surrounds the site
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-13] SanarSci This site needs further study. The site is in pristine condition

and should be investigated before it is impacted. The basalt flakes and ceres

possibly come from the Goldstone sites SBR 2343 and SBR 2349 which are

approximately 6 miles south of the playa.
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[33] Describe Creosote is soarse at any distance from the spring, However

at the spring itself creosote and other riparian- vegetation

becomes bia and dense enouah to obscure ground visibility.
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[33] Describe The site is situated in a swale between a series of knolls
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[24] General Sica Descriccicn:Historic-two mine shafts one with a bed frame
box springs and shelves. The central portion of an arrastre; a tin can dump.
An abo. trail runs from the spring across a saddle into the next wash. A
rock ring with single wall double stacked in two places.
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[2-] Cescrua: R0Ck stacked in a circle in a saddle above the spring. Numeroui
flakes located along trail. No debitage. Pecked slab metate stacked on
wall of rock ring. Rock ring consists of 11 rocks its diameter is approximately
2 meters. Artifacts include basalt, chalcedony, iasper scrapers and' chnnnpfs.
Numerous flakes along trail approximately 75 meters long and 50 centimeters in widtt
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